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RUSTIC PAIR OF FAUX BOIS MIDCENTURY TROUGH SHAPED CONCRETE
PLANTERS, CIRCA 1930

$5,500
A pair of faux-bois trough shaped planters circa 1930, made of concrete with grey and orange tones. Enhance your outdoor

space with this captivating pair of faux-bois trough-shaped planters from the 1930s. These planters are crafted from durable
concrete, boasting a remarkable faux wood appearance that adds a touch of rustic charm to any garden or patio. The weathered
finish of these planters gives them an authentic and aged look, adding character and depth to their design. The combination of

grey and orange tones further enhances their natural appeal, creating a harmonious blend of earthy colors. Designed in a
trough shape, these planters offer ample space for your favorite plants, flowers, or shrubs to flourish. Their generous size allows

for versatile planting options, making them ideal for both small and large-scale garden settings. The faux-bois texture and
intricate details on the surface of these planters mimic the grain and texture of real wood, adding an element of visual interest

and uniqueness.

Each planter showcases the artistry and craftsmanship of the era, bringing a nostalgic touch to your outdoor decor. Whether
placed individually or as a pair, these faux-bois planters make a statement and serve as eye-catching focal points in any outdoor

setting. They effortlessly blend with various design styles, from traditional to contemporary, creating a seamless integration
with your existing decor. These vintage concrete planters with their timeless aesthetic and weathered charm are built to

withstand the elements, making them durable and long-lasting additions to your outdoor space. Bring the beauty of nature to
your garden or patio with these exquisite faux-bois trough planters and elevate the ambiance of your outdoor oasis.

Height: 14.5 in (36.83 cm)

Width: 39 in (99.06 cm)

Depth: 15 in (38.1 cm)
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